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Kempe’s Universality Theorem

Theorem (Kempe, 1876)
Every bounded piece of a (planar) algebraic curve can be drawn by a
planar linkage with revolute joints.

I “shocking”
(Gao, Zhu, Chou and Ge 2001)

I “beautiful”
(Blaschke 1956, Demaine and
O’Rourke 2007)

I “surprising”
(Demaine and O’Rourke 2007,
Abbot 2008)

I “incredible theoretical significance”
(Saxena 2011)



Kempe’s Universality Theorem

There is still, therefore, a wide field open to the
mathematical artist to discover the simplest linkworks that
will describe particular curves.

—Alfred B. Kempe (1876)

Is there a simpler construction
for bounded rational curves?

General: works for all rational curves
Efficient: few links and joints

Comprehensive: planar, spherical, spatial



Animated Overview
Step 1: Low degree rational motion

I often just curvilinear translation
I circularity important



Animated Overview
Step 1: Low degree rational motion
Step 2: Open kinematic chain

I factorization of left polynomials over dual quaternions
I difficult special cases



Animated Overview
Step 1: Low degree rational motion
Step 2: Open kinematic chain
Step 3: Scissor linkage

I Bennett linkages or
I anti-parallelograms (planar or spherical)



Rational motion of minimal degree

I Trajectories are rational curves.

I rational motion↔ motion polynomial
(left polynomials with dual quaternion coefficients)

Trajectory degree: Maximal degree of a trajectory.
Dual quaternion degree: Degree of motion polynomial.

Theorem (Li, Schicho, Schröcker 2016)
Every rational space curve is trajectory of a unique rational motion
of minimal dual quaternion degree.

I planar/spherical curve =⇒
planar/spherical minimal motion

I minimal degree equals curve degree minus circularity
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Minimal and non-Minimal Motions

elliptic translation

tdeg = qdeg = 2

circular
translation

tdeg = 2
qdeg = 2

rotation

tdeg = 2
qdeg = 1



Factorization of Motion Polynomials

Step 1: Low degree rational motion (minimal motion C;
left polynomial with dual quaternion coefficients)

Step 2: Open kinematic chain: Compute factorization
C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn)

h1h1
h2h2

h3h3



Factorization of Motion Polynomials
Quadratic Motion Polynomials – Bennett Linkages

C = (t− h1)(t− h2)
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Quadratic Motion Polynomials – Bennett Linkages
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Factorization of Motion Polynomials

Theorem (Hegedüs, Schicho, Schröcker 2013)
Every generic motion polynomial C admits factorizations with linear
motion polynomials: C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn).



Factorization of Motion Polynomials

Theorem (Hegedüs, Schicho, Schröcker 2013)
Every generic motion polynomial C admits factorizations with linear
motion polynomials: C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn).

Theorem (Gallet et al. 2015)
For every bounded and planar motion polynomial C there exists a
real polynomial R ∈ R[t] such that CR admits factorizations with
linear motion polynomials.
(Same motion!)
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Factorization of Motion Polynomials

Theorem (Hegedüs, Schicho, Schröcker 2013)
Every generic motion polynomial C admits factorizations with linear
motion polynomials: C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn).

Theorem (Li, Schicho, Schröcker 2015)
For every bounded motion polynomial C there exists a real
polynomial R ∈ R[t] such that CR admits factorizations with linear
motion polynomials.
(Same motion!)

Theorem (Li, Schicho, Schröcker 2015)
For every bounded motion polynomial C there exists a polynomial
H ∈ H[t] with quaternion coefficients such that CH admits
factorizations with linear motion polynomials.
(Same trajectory!)



Factorization of Motion Polynomials

I C(t2 + 1) = (t− h1)(t− h2)(t− h3)(t− h4)
(elliptic translation)

I C(t− k) = (t− k1)(t− k2)(t− k3)
(Cardan )
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Factorization of Motion Polynomials

Relations between degrees

C; CR, R ∈ R[t]; CH, H ∈ H[t]

I deg R ≤ deg C
I deg R large for generic curves
I deg R = 0 for entirely circular curves
I deg H ≤ 1

2 deg R

high circularity =⇒ short factorizations =⇒ few links/joints



Construction of a Scissor Linkage
Step 1: Low degree rational motion (minimal motion C;

left polynomial with dual quaternion coefficients)
Step 2: Open kinematic chain: Compute factorization

C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn)

Step 3: Scissor linkage (constrain the open chain)

h1h1
h2h2

h3h3

m0m0

k1k1

m1m1
k2k2

m2m2

k3k3

m3m3



Bennett Flips

h1h1 h2h2 hnhn

k1k1 k2k2 knkn

m0m0 m1m1 m2m2 mn−1mn−1 mnmn

m0 m1 m2 mn

h1

h2 knk1

k2 hn

mn−1mn−1

C = (t− h1)(t− h2) · · · (t− hn)

Bennett flips: (t−m0)(t− h1) = (t− k1)(t−m1)



Kempe’s Universality Theorem for Rational Curves

h1h1 h2h2 h3h3
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m0m0 m1m1

h1h1

k1k1

h2h2 h3h3
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m0m0 m1m1 m2m2

h1h1

k1k1 k2k2

h2h2 h3h3



Kempe’s Universality Theorem for Rational Curves

m0m0 m1m1 m2m2 m3m3

h1h1

k1k1

h2h2

k2k2

h3h3

k3k3



Special Features:
Few links and joints

I linear in 2D and 3D vs. quadratic/cubic
I good constants (≈ 10 links/joints for ellipse vs. > 200)

Avoid “Kempe’s flaw”:
I standard “bracing-constructions”for anti-parallelogram
I Bennett linkages possible even for planar/spatial curves

Simple computation
I mostly algebraic (quaternion algebra, Euclidean

algorithm, polynomial division)
I simple numerics (factorization of real polynomials)

Future Research
I unbounded curves (translational joints)
I higher dimensions
I applications in engineering
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More Examples

Darboux Viviani Parabola

Pascal (symmetric) Pascal (asymmetric)
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